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Inventing the Wicked Women of
Tudor England: Alice More,
Anne Boleyn, and Anne Stanhope
Retha M. Warnicke
Arizona State University

n Tudor histories, perhaps more than in other histories, writers have
failed to distinguish, as Judith Shapiro has pointed out with reference
to anthropological literature, “consistently between the sex bias emanating from the observer and the sex bias characteristic of the community
under study.”1 The sex and gender bias of early modern society was, of
course, pervasive and ubiquitous. Prescriptive works instructed women to
confine their activities to domestic and family matters. Even as litigators in
the courts of law, they were disadvantaged.2 Generally defining women as
the inferior sex, their male contemporaries judged women’s worth by their
chastity, silence, piety, obedience, and household efficiency and accused
them of being garrulous, materialistic, and driven by lustful intentions.
While neglecting to allow for gender bias in the archives, many scholars have also credited the biased observations of early modern authors who
wrote their accounts long after the women were dead. This largely uncorroborated evidence functions as a second layer of gender bias, serving to
confirm the original biased documentation. Finally, Tudor scholars have
too often ignored the role of their own biases in their interpretations,
adding yet another layer of gender bias to studies of Tudor women. In this
essay, an analysis of the contemporary and subsequent treatment of Alice
More, Anne Boleyn, and Anne Stanhope will demonstrate the existence of
this triple bias in Tudor historiography.
In order to uncover these layers, I shall first present the mostly inadequate evidence that is available about these women, which will be, as much
as is possible, shorn of biased facts. Next, I shall examine the writings left
by their acquaintances that have shaped the narratives of their lives. Then,
after discussing later secondhand accounts, I shall demonstrate how
present-minded historians added their biased opinions to this accumula-

I

1Judith Shapiro, “Anthropology and the Study of
2See, for example, Tim Stretton, Women Waging

Gender,” Soundings 64(1981): 460.
Law in Elizabethan England (Cam-

bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999).
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tion of distorted information and misinformation, thereby reinforcing the
invention of these Tudor women as wicked.
ALICE MORE
Lady Alice More,3 second wife of Sir Thomas More, was born about 1475
to Elizabeth, coheiress of Sir Peter Ardern of Markhall, Essex, and her
second husband Sir Richard Harpur. Before 1492 Alice married John
Middleton, a London mercer and merchant of the Staple of Calais, who
named her coexecutor of his will in 1509 and left dowries for their daughters, Alice, who was born in 1501, and the younger Helen, whose birth
date is unknown, but who seems to have died before her mother’s second
marriage. John bequeathed his considerable estate to Alice and stipulated
that it was to be divided equally between their two daughters at her
death.4
Sometime after May 1511 when Thomas’s first wife Jane Colt was last
referred to as living and before 1516 when Alice was first named as his
wife,5 Alice and Thomas were wed. According to the later testimony of
Father Bouge, vicar of St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, who officiated at the wedding, Thomas procured a license within a month of Jane’s death to marry
Alice. As a freeman of the Mercer’s Company, Thomas was probably a
longtime acquaintance of hers. Having been born in 1477/78, he was
somewhat younger than she.6
With her daughter, Alice moved to the Barge at Bucklersbury, London, which he had leased from the Mercer’s. She took charge of his four
young children, Margaret, Elizabeth, Cecily, and John and ultimately several wards. As his career advanced, the family changed residences, moving
to a new home at Chelsea in 1525. It was here that Hans Holbein the
Younger sketched the now famous portrait of the More family.7
Increasingly, Thomas was absent on the king’s business, and in 1529,
underscoring Alice’s importance as supervisor of his family and estate, he
wrote to her about a disastrous fire in their barns, trusting her, he
explained, to make the necessary arrangements for obtaining sufficient
corn for the household. This letter is the only extant correspondence
3I wish to thank John Guy for his comments on the Alice More section of this paper.
His book, Thomas More, was published by Edward Arnold in England and by Oxford University Press in the United States in the spring of 2000.
4Most of the biographical information about Alice comes from Ruth Norrington, In the
Shadow of a Saint: Lady Alice More (Waddeston, U.K.: The Kylin Press, 1983); some of the
points below were made in Retha M. Warnicke, “The Making of a Shrew: The Legendary
History of Alice More,” Rendezvous 15(1980): 25–37.
5The harpy allusion on which the date of 1511 is based will be explained later.
6This information is well known. See, for example, Richard Marius, Thomas More: A
Biography (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984).
7Norrington, Lady Alice More, frontispiece, for the portrait.
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between them.8 In 1530, one of the last notices about her before his resignation as lord chancellor indicates that they had joined the Fraternity of
Christ’s Cathedral out of devotion to St. Thomas Becket.9
After his imprisonment in 1534 for refusing to take the oath attached
to the Statute of Succession, Alice joined his children in petitioning the
government for his relief, pointing out that his offense was of a “long-continued and deep-rooted scruple as passeth his power to avoid and put
away.” The petition also referred to the difficulties the family had suffered
because of the crown’s confiscation of their property and noted that
Thomas’s lodging and servant cost fifteen shillings per week. In 1535
Alice complained to Thomas Cromwell, principal secretary, about the
debts she had incurred because of her husband’s imprisonment and pled
for help “to the comforting” of him and her in their “great heaviness,
extreme age, and necessity.”10
Following his execution in 1535, the crown voided the trust he had
belatedly established for her but granted her an annuity of twenty pounds
in 1537. She subsequently became entangled in lawsuits over property,
one of them initiated by William Roper, her stepson-in-law, the husband
of her stepdaughter Margaret. Sir Giles Alington, the second husband of
her daughter Alice, helped her settle this case out of court.11 She died
before 25 April 1551 and was probably buried at Chelsea where she lived
out her life, comforted by visits of her grandchildren. Her daughter Alice
bore three children by Thomas Elrington, her first husband who died in
1523, and nine by Giles Alington. Through the Alington line, Alice is an
ancestor of Elizabeth II.12
Thomas More made few extant comments about Lady Alice in which
she was clearly identified. In 1516 he forwarded her thanks to Erasmus for
wishing her a long life: She was “all the eager for this,” she had responded,
because it would mean that she would be able to “plague” her husband
“all the longer.”13 To Ulrich von Hutton in 1519 Erasmus claimed that
Thomas had referred to her as nec bella admodum nec puella, a phrase
which may be translated as “neither young nor beautiful” and which was a
matter-of-fact admission that he had married a widow rather than a young
girl. Its meaning has been twisted by P. S. Allen, a twentieth-century trans-

8Elizabeth Francis Rogers, The Correspondence of Sir Thomas More (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972), 174.
9Norrington, Lady Alice More, 70, 115.
10 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic of the Reign of Henry VIII (London:
HMSO, 1862–1932), 7:1591; 8:800.
11Norrington, Lady Alice More, 82, 112, 114.
12Norrington, Lady Alice More, 135.
13R. A. B. Mynors and D. F. S. Thomson, The Correspondence of Erasmus (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1977), 4:172.
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lator, who rendered it as “neither a pearl nor a girl.”14 Somewhat belying
the intent of Allen’s future translation, Thomas lauded both his wives in an
epitaph placed in the east window of the side chapel to the Chelsea house:
The first united to me in my youthful days, gave me a boy and
three girls to call me father. The second, a rare distinction in a
step-mother, is as affectionate as if the children were her own. It
is hard to say if the first lived with me more beloved than the
second does now.15
Moreover, in his A Dialogue concerning Heresies, sometimes called A Dialogue concerning Tyndale, in 1529, Thomas informed a messenger that his
“lady,” presumably Alice, would rather delay a meal than miss a religious
discussion. In his letters from the Tower to his daughter Margaret,
Thomas asked that his children and their spouses “be servisable” to their
“good mother my wife,” and sent warm regards to Alice.16
Erasmus left a mixed record about his friend’s wife. In letters to her relatives, however, he made only complimentary statements. For example, in
1517 he sent a kind message to Alice in a letter to Thomas, and in 1529
asked Margaret to give his warm respects to her mother. Only in his letters
to individuals outside the extended More family can somewhat critical
remarks of her be found. For example, in 1516, he commented to a friend
that when he was in London Alice had grown weary of him as a houseguest,
and in the above cited letter to von Hutton, he said that although she was
not naturally of a yielding nature, she was always compliant to her husband’s will. Years later, in a 1532 letter to another correspondent, Erasmus
reported that Thomas, who favored the marrying of widows, has an old
one who has “lived a little too long.” This comment was quite consistent
with the demeaning contemporary criticism of women, as a sex generally.17
The record against Alice became negative only after William Roper,
her step-son-in-law, wrote his treatise on the martyrdom of Thomas in
1556 or 1557, more than twenty years after the execution. In the account,
14Mynors and Thomson, Correspondence of Erasmus, 4:21; P. S. and H. M. Allen, Sir
Thomas More: Selections from His English Works and from the Lives by Erasmus and Roper
(Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1924), 6. More will be said about Allen’s translations later;
see also, Clarence H. Miller, “Thomas More’s Letters to Frans van Cranevelt, including
Seven Recently Discovered Autographs,” Moreana 31(1994): 3–66.
15Leicester Bradner and Charles Arthur Lynch, eds., The Latin Epigrams of Thomas
More (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953), 226; Norrington, Lady Alice More, 56.
16Thomas More, A Dialogue concerning Tyndale, ed. W. E. Campbell (London: Eyre
and Spottiswood, Ltd., 1927), 2:77, 128; Rogers, Correspondence of Sir Thomas More, 532,
544. See also, Norrington, Lady Alice More, 94; Marius, Sir Thomas More, 338–39.
17Mynors and Thomson, Correspondence of Erasmus, 4:38, 171, 372; 7:21; Opus Epistolarum des Erasmi Roterodami, ed. P. S. and H. M. Allen (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906–
58), 8:274; J. A. Froude, Life and Letters of Erasmus (New York: C. Scribners’ Sons, 1896),
402.
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which takes up only 57 pages in the Yale paperback edition, he referred to
Alice three times. The first was to explain her husband’s failed property
arrangements for her, the second to relate how Thomas revealed to her his
resignation as lord chancellor, and the third to vilify her visit with him at
the Tower. It is and was this Tower dialogue that has framed her subsequent life history.18
William recalled how like a “simple, ignorant woman, and somewhat
worldly, too” she attempted to persuade Thomas in her “accustomed
homely fashion” to take the oath and return home with her. When he
refused, William recalled, she responded with “Tilly-valle, tilly valle.” This
exchange makes for compelling reading, but it is unlikely that after twenty
years, he would have been able to remember her exact words, even if he
had witnessed the visit. Interestingly, his account does not make it clear
that he was present during their interview. It is noteworthy that while he
reviled Alice’s attempts to persuade Thomas to give up his scruples, William failed also to mention that her views coincided with those of the
entire family, including himself and Margaret. In this dialogue William
transferred the family’s lack of understanding about the reasons for the
martyrdom to the shoulders of his stepmother-in-law alone: She becomes
a temptress, a type of Eve, although in fact, it was Margaret’s attempts to
persuade Thomas to take the oath that most deeply disturbed him. It was
she whom he called his temptress.19
William wrote this study for Nicholas Harpsfield, archdeacon of Canterbury, who utilized it for his biography of Thomas that remained in
manuscript until 1932. In it, Harpsfield condemned Alice for refusing to
support her husband’s scruples. Misled by William, the archdeacon
assumed it was Alice rather than Margaret who had played the role of Eve.
He turned to Thomas’s works for information about their lives and
became the first, but by no means the last, author to identify Alice as the
shrewish, anonymous women in his anecdotes, especially the ones in A
Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation.20
The Dialogue of Comfort, written by Thomas in the Tower, is an imaginary conversation between two Hungarian gentlemen about the possibility of martyrdom in the face of Turkish incursions into Central Europe.
Stories that satirized women, which were already quite stale, form its
major comic relief. Their details are consistent with the view of women as
18Richard S. Sylvester and Davis P. Harding, eds., Two Early Tudor Lives: The Life and
Death of Cardinal Wolsey: The Life of Thomas More (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1972), 227–28, 242, 243–44.
19Rogers, Correspondence of Sir Thomas More, 515, 529; see also R. W. Chambers,
Thomas More (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1964), 311.
20The Life and Death of Sir Thomas More, Knight, Sometyme Lord High Chancellor of
England, Written in the Time of Queen Mary by Nicholas Harpsfield, ed. Elsie V. Hitchcock,
Early English Text Society (London: Oxford University Press Reprint, 1963), 94–98.
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the weaker, inferior sex. In one anecdote Thomas told of a woman who
complained to her husband about his lack of worldly ambition. She chastised him for being so “foolish to be ruled” where he might rule. His
rejoinder to her was: “By my troth…I never found you willing to be ruled
yet.”21 This remark directly contradicted the one of Erasmus about Alice’s
compliance to her husband’s will.
In 1630, almost one hundred years after Thomas’s martyrdom, his
great-grandson, Cresacre More, wrote a biography of his famous ancestor.
It may have been based in part on oral family history, but when his information can be checked, it sometimes proves to be incorrect. He believed,
for example, that Thomas had waited two or three years after Jane’s death
before marrying Alice. Cresacre accepted both Roper’s description of
Alice as a worldly, ignorant woman and Harpsfield’s identification of her
as the Dialogue of Comfort women. He also condemned Alice’s pride in an
episode in which he had Thomas refer to her nose: “Do you not perceave
that your mothers nose standeth somewhat awry?” His meaning is not
clear but it probably has less to do with her appearance than with her state
of mind.22
Although Cresacre was the first writer to refer to her nose, it was P. S.
Allen who brought great attention to it in his edition of Erasmus’s Latin
letters. Cresacre said that Jane and Thomas, who had wed in 1505, had
been married six years.23 The last extant contemporary reference to Jane
was in May 1511. Allen combed Erasmus’s correspondence in 1511 looking for a reference that would pinpoint the precise date. He decided he
had found it in an obscure allusion to a harpy in a letter of Andreas Amonious to Erasmus on 27 October 1511. To Erasmus, who was at Cambridge University, Amonious explained that since he would shortly move
out of the More home, he would no longer have to look at tes harpuias to
ankylon rhomphon (a transliteration of the Greek). Allen translated this
garbled Greek as the crooked or hooked beak of the harpy, a creature
which he identified as Alice, although the Holbein sketch clearly indicates
that she did not have a crooked, hooked, or birdlike nose.24
21C. S. Lewis, English Literature in the Sixteenth Century, excluding Drama (Oxford:
At the Clarendon Press, 1954), 177; Sir Thomas More, A Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation, ed. Frank Manley (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), 225; Harpsfield, Sir
Thomas More, 95. In his biography of Thomas More published in 1588, Thomas Stapleton,
The Life and Illustrious Martyrdom of Sir Thomas More, ed. R. R. Reynolds, trans. P. E. Hallett (Bronx, N.Y.: Fordham, 1966), who had access to some of the More family’s private
papers and who discussed the events of the martyr’s life with members of his household, did
not follow Harpsfield’s lead in associating Alice with the anecdotes in Dialogue of Comfort.
22Cresacre More, The Life and Death of Sir Thomas Moore(1630), ed. D. M. Rogers,
English Recusant Literature, 1558–1640, 66 (Menston, U.K.: Scolar Press, 1971), 126, 245.
23 More, Sir Thomas More, 47.
24Retha M. Warnicke, “The Harpy in More’s Household: Was It Alice More? Moreana
3 (1985): 5–13; Opus Epistolarum Des Erasmi, 1:476 n. 47.
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Apparently, Allen associated her with the harpy because he was
reminded of the English word harpy that means talkative. However, by
using a Greek phrase in a letter that was otherwise written in Latin, Amonious must actually have meant the ancient mythological winged creatures,
those greedy gatherers of goods who enriched themselves through the
deaths and misfortunes of their victims. It is possible that Jane had recently
died and that Amonious was referring to an individual who made his living
from the tragedy of death, a surgeon, an embalmer, even a priest; in 1515
Erasmus complained that some greedy priests had taken advantage of a
recent death to exact a number of payments from the deceased’s family.25
These biases have continued to appear in recent accounts. In his biography of Thomas in 1984, for example, Richard Marius admitted that the
Dialogue of Comfort jokes about women were unkind and that Alice’s primary function in most histories of her husband was as a foil to demonstrate “his meekness and goodness.” Even so, Marius also validated the
tales as references to her, adding that she had a “sharp tongue” and was
“testy.” Trusting Allen’s identification of her as the harpy, Marius even
accused Holbein, who had failed to paint her with a hooked nose, of
having altered her appearance. No contemporary evidence even hints that
the great master’s work was flawed.26
In her full-length biography of Alice, which was published in 1983,
Ruth Norrington assumed that the Dialogue of Comfort stories, the insensitivity of which she consistently downplayed and even denied, did satirize
Alice. While most critics have identified the anecdotes as meanspirited,
Norrington has dismissed their negativism with the explanation that
Thomas had a “great sense of humour” and that Alice was “born to tease
and be teased.” Alice was, she remarked, “not only “a good foil” for her
husband’s “teasing ways,” but she also “gave him as good as she got in wit
and repartee.” Norrington’s misguided opinion is myopic, for the Dialogue of Comfort women are definitely garrulous, ridiculous, even irreligious. While reworking the traditional approach to them in her haste to
defend Saint Thomas More from criticism, Norrington has reaffirmed the
antifeminist attitudes of his culture. She has failed to perceive that the tales
were definitely not funny to those who were the butts of the jokes, not to
Alice nor to any woman.27
25Warnicke, “The Harpy in More’s Household,” 10; The Adages of Erasmus, ed. Margaret Mann Phillips (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964), 226–27, 229. See also
The Colloquies of Erasmus, trans. Craig R. Thompson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1965), 368–69.
26Marius, Thomas More, xxxiv, 94, 218–21; Retha M. Warnicke, The Marrying of Anne
of Cleves: Royal Protocol in Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2000); Gilbert Burnet, History of the Reformation of the Church of England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1816), I–i, 492–93.
27Norrington, Lady Alice More, 2–4.
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ANNE BOLEYN

Anne Boleyn, whose biographies also contain abundant evidence of triple
bias, was born sometime between 1501 and 1507. The child of Sir
Thomas Boleyn and Elizabeth Howard, daughter to Thomas Howard,
second duke of Norfolk, Anne spent her youth at the courts of Margaret
of Austria, regent of the Netherlands, and Francis I, king of France. In
1521 she returned to England to reside at Henry VIII’s court with the
expectation that she would marry James Butler, future earl of Ormond.
After this alliance was abandoned, she was betrothed to Henry Percy,
future earl of Northumberland, but Thomas, Cardinal Wolsey, opposed
this match and had her rusticated.28
By 1527, having returned to court, she captured the affections of the
king, who believed that the deaths of his infant sons signaled that his marriage to Catherine of Aragon violated divine law. Determined to wed
Anne, he soon discovered that Pope Clement VII would not annul his first
marriage. The events of the Reformation then unfolded under the leadership of Thomas Cromwell. In January 1533 Henry wed Anne secretly,
probably because she was pregnant. By authority of the newly enacted
Appeals Statute, Thomas Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, annulled
Henry’s marriage with Catherine and thus validated his union with Anne.
The king was disappointed when their child Elizabeth, who was born
in September, was female but he still hoped for sons by Anne. Probably in
the summer of 1534 and certainly in January 1536, she suffered miscarriages. Four months later, Henry ordered her and five members of his
privy chamber, including her brother George, Lord Rochford, imprisoned
in the Tower. She was charged with and convicted of having used French
kisses to entice each one of these men into having sexual relations with her
twice between October 1533 and December 1535. The men were also
convicted of adultery and then executed. On 17 May, two days before she
was beheaded by a swordsman from Calais, Cranmer pronounced her marriage invalid. She was buried at St. Peter ad Vincula at the Tower.
Negative statements about her can be found mainly in the works of
Catholics who were sympathetic to Catherine. The most damning statements lie in the letters of the Imperial ambassador, Eustace Chapuys, who
arrived in England in 1529. In his dispatches he characterized Anne as a
she-devil, an Agrippina, and a concubine. He also accused her of bewitching Henry and predicted that if she could only be removed from court, the
king would return to Catherine. As ambassador, Chapuys’s principal duty
was to gather news from friends whom he bribed for information. His let28These facts are well known. See Retha M. Warnicke, The Rise and Fall of Anne Boleyn:
Family Politics at the Court of Henry VIII (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989),
especially 1–28.
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ters, therefore, are filled with rumors, even falsehoods, some of them
leaked by his bribed contacts deliberately to mislead him about court
occurrences.29
In contrast to Chapuys, John Foxe praised Anne, extolling her beneficence to the poor and her support for evangelicals in the various editions
of Acts and Monuments from 1559 to 1583.30 Although some Catholic
works in manuscript claimed Anne had committed sexual excesses, it may
well have been the popularity of Foxe’s volumes that provoked the English
priest, Nicholas Sander, a leader of Catholic refugees, to condemn her
behavior. In his Latin work on the Anglican schism, which was published
posthumously in 1585 by Edward Rishton, Sander claimed she had committed the illicit acts for which she had died. He also cited all the gossip he
could unearth about her alleged lecherous behavior, even stating she had
indulged in sexual relations with her father as well as Sir Thomas Wyatt
and others. He described her as a witch: She was tall with black hair, a
sallow complexion, a protruding upper tooth, a large growth under her
chin, and six fingers. He also implied that she was born about 1500.31
For their evidence numerous modern historians have relied heavily
upon Chapuys’s letters and Sander’s inaccuracies with the result that their
view of her as a witch or as a manipulative female remains intact, albeit in
muted form. The works of four historians are especially important to this
discussion: Paul Friedmann, Eric Ives, G. W. Bernard, and my own. Friedmann’s two-volume biography of Anne, which was published in 1884, is
noteworthy as the first study to rely on the gossip in Chapuys’s correspondence as evidence for her life. Ironically, since Cromwell confided to
Chapuys that he was planning to effect her downfall to prevent her from
interfering with his attempts to arrange a rapprochement with the
emperor, Friedmann actually believed she was innocent of the charges for
which she died although he also described her as a temptress with uncontrollable lust.32

29Calendar of Letters, Despatches, and State Papers, relating to the Negotiations between
England and Spain, ed. G. A. Bergenroth, P. de Gayangos, G. Mattingly, M. A. S. Hume,
and R. Taylor (London: 1862–1954), IV–ii–i, 590 (p. 12), 720 (p. 153), 753 (p. 198), 765
(p. 212), 775, 778; IV–ii–ii, 1061 (p. 643), 1161 (p. 884); V–ii, 54 (p. 120); Letters and
Papers of Henry VIII, 5:1114.
30Thomas S. Freeman, “Research, Rumour, and Propaganda: Anne Boleyn in Foxe’s
‘Book of Martyrs,’” Historical Journal 38(1995): 797–819.
31Nicholas Sander, Rise and Growth of the Anglican Schism, trans. David Lewis (London: Burns & Oates, 1877), 25–28; Retha M. Warnicke, “Conflicting Rhetoric about Tudor
Women: The Example of Queen Anne Boleyn,” Political Rhetoric, Power, and Renaissance
Women, ed. Carole Levin and Patricia A. Sullivan (New York: State University of New York
Press, 1995), 45–46.
32Paul Friedmann, Anne Boleyn: A Chapter of English History, 1527–1536 (London:
MacMillan, 1884), especially vol. 2.
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Twisting the Chapuys/Sander characterizations somewhat, Ives and
Bernard have also viewed her through gender-biased lenses. Ives’s 1986
biography of her is somewhat bifurcated, however, for while he validated
Foxe’s claim that she was an evangelical, his description of her also vaguely
reflects Sander’s work. Claiming she was born with a slightly deformed
hand, Ives accepted a 1501 birth date for her, probably because he used
the framework of courtly love to interpret her role at court. As he defined
it, courtly love involved an older, usually married woman, in this case
Anne, manipulating a younger infatuated man, in this instance, Wyatt and
others. Ives’s ideas about courtly love were based upon John Steven’s
scholarship that depended heavily upon C. S. Lewis’s vision of medieval
gender relations. Almost all critics now reject the notion that social customs mirrored this literary convention, which was actually less prevalent in
medieval literature than was once believed. It is an interesting but erroneous assertion that it was, as Ives claimed, an acceptable custom for older
women (usually married ones) to have extramarital affairs with younger
men. Despite painting her as a manipulative older woman, Ives agreed
with Friedmann that she was a victim of Cromwell’s factional victory and
therefore innocent of the charges for which she died.33
In contrast to Ives, Bernard concluded in an article in the English Historical Review in 1991 that Anne was guilty of incest and adultery,
although he admitted that the evidence for his claim is incomplete and circumstantial. He explained the reason for her promiscuity: “perhaps the
most plausible might be her jealousy of Henry VIII’s continuing affairs, a
defiant resentment of the double standard which allowed that freedom to
men but not to women.” He seemed to have viewed her as a prototype of
modern feminists who some believe, including apparently himself, are naturally promiscuous. Bernard also denied that his interpretation was the
“surmise of a man lacking in understanding of female psychology, just a
‘wicked women’ view of history which sees nymphomaniacs everywhere.”34 In fact, his interpretation is that of a “‘wicked’ woman” view of
history, and he stands almost alone among modern scholars in believing in
her guilt.
Like these other historians, I have consistently maintained that Anne
was innocent. The most plausible explanation for Henry’s assenting to the
deaths of his innocent wife and five men can be derived from an under33John Stevens, Music and Poetry in the Early Tudor Court (London: Methuen, 1961),
344, 338–89; C. S. Lewis, The Allegory of Love: A Study in Medieval Tradition (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1938), 2. For a detailed treatment of this theory, see Retha M. Warnicke, “The Conventions of Courtly Love and Anne Boleyn,” State, Sovereigns & Society in
Early Modern England, ed. Charles Carlton (Thrupp, U.K.: Sutton Publishing, 1998), 103–
18.
34G. W. Bernard, “The Fall of Anne Boleyn,” English Historical Review 106 (1991):
609.
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standing of the history of sexuality. Early modern folk were ignorant about
many facets of childbirth, most especially about deformed fetuses, whose
existence they interpreted as God’s way of punishing sinful parents. If
Anne’s fetus were deformed, Henry’s reaction to her made sense by the
standards of his society. If she had committed adultery with five men in the
two years before the miscarriage, as she was accused, the father of the fetus
could not possibly have been identified. As the head of a schismatic church,
Henry could never have admitted even to himself that he had sired this
fetus. He would also have wanted to defend himself against his enemies’
belief that the aborted fetus, if its existence were discovered, was divine
punishment for his activities. The blame for its birth was transferred to
Anne, who was subsequently convicted and executed for having had sexual
relations with five men after enticing them with witchlike activities.35
ANNE STANHOPE
The historiography of Anne Stanhope does not follow the triple-biased
model quite so well as that of Anne Boleyn and Alice More because a
book-length biography of her has never been written. Evidence for her life
survives principally in works about her husband and his family. She was
born about 151036 to Sir Edward Stanhope of Rampton, Nottinghamshire, and his second wife, Elizabeth, daughter of Fulk Bourchier, Lord
FitzWarin, a descendant of Edward III.37 Before 9 March 1535, Anne
became the second wife of Sir Edward Seymour, who had repudiated his
late wife Catharine Fillol, probably because of questions about her fidelity.
In 1540 he was to give precedence to the children by his second wife over
the two by his first wife.38
In the spring of 1536, Henry VIII installed Anne and Edward at
Greenwich Palace as chaperons of their sister Jane Seymour whom he
married on 30 May. As the queen’s close relatives, they won his special
favor. In 1536 the king ennobled Edward as Viscount Beaufort and in
35Warnicke, Rise and Fall of Anne Boleyn, 191–233, and for my acceptance of the
younger birthdate of 1507, which William Camden maintained, 6–28. Unlike Ives, my suggestion about her fall does not require any particular age, but I see no reason to deny
Camden and to validate Sander.
36John G. Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” The Gentleman’s Magazine, New
Series 23 (1845): 371, said she was born in 1497 and this date was repeated in the Dictionary of National Biography but S. T. Bindoff, The House of Commons, 1509–1558 (London:
History of Parliament Trust, 1982), 3:368–69, has determined that her older half-brother,
Michael, was born about 1508.
37Sir Egerton Brydges, Collins’s Peerage of England (London: F. C. & J. Rivington, et
al., 1812), 3:413.
38Letters and Papers of Henry VIII, 8:481(p. 13); Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 371, points out that Anne has been blamed for manipulating this repudiation, but he
believes that Seymour would have acted this way regardless of who his second wife was.
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1537 as earl of Hertford, following the birth of the royal heir, the future
Edward VI.39
Lady Hertford, herself, was delivered of ten children: in 1537
Edward, who died in infancy, in 1538 Anne, in 1539 the heir Edward, in
1540 Henry, then Margaret, in 1541 Jane, then Mary, Catherine, in 1548
another Edward, who died in 1574 and was a godchild of Edward VI who
named him after himself, and in 1550 Elizabeth. Following the lead of the
royal family, the Hertfords provided their three eldest daughters with classical instruction.40
In the meantime, as Queen Jane had died in childbirth, Lady Hertford served Henry’s other wives: she was at the reception of Anne of
Cleves in 1540 and attended Catherine Howard in 1540–41 and
Katherine Parr in 1543–47.41 In his work on the Protestant martyr Anne
Askew, John Bale reported that in 1547 Lady Hertford had sent her a
present of ten shillings from court.42
After Edward VI’s accession in January 1547, Lord Hertford assumed
the position of lord protector and was ennobled as duke of Somerset. He
began to use the royal plural “we” and was raised to the highest dignity of
the peerage in parliament.43 When the king learned that spring that a
younger uncle, Thomas, Lord Seymour of Sudeley, had married Katherine
Parr, his widowed stepmother, he commented in his journal that the Lord
Protector was “much offended.”44 Lady Somerset seems also to have
taken offense at the marriage of the queen dowager so soon after the
decease of the king.45 Following Katherine’s death in childbirth in 1548,
the duchess, who briefly sheltered her infant,46 assumed the late queen’s
sponsorship of the second volume of the translations of Erasmus’s Paraphrases, which appeared twice in 1549 with John Olde’s dedication.47

39Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 371; Letters and Papers of Henry VIII, 10:601
(p. 245).
40Dictionary of National Biography; Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 381.
41Anne Somerset, Ladies-in-Waiting: From the Tudor to the Present Day (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1984), 35, 44–48.
42Select Works of John Bale, D.D. Bishop of Ossory, ed. Henry Christmas, Parker Society
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1849), 218–27.
43 John Maclean, The Life of Sir Thomas Seymour, Knight, Lord High Admiral of
England and Master of the Ordnance (London: John Camden Hotten, 1869), 46; The Literary Remains of Edward VI, ed. John G. Nichols (London: Roxburgh Club, 1857), xci; Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series (London: HMSO, 1856–1872), 1:#20; hereafter CSP
Domestic.
44W. K. Jordan, The Chronicle and Political Papers of King Edward VI (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press, 1966), 6.
45Maclean, Thomas Seymour, 47.
46Anthony Martienssen, Queen Katherine Parr (London: Secker & Warburg, 1973), 240.
47The Second Tome or Volume of the Paraphrases of Erasmus upon the New Testament, ed.
John Old (London: E. Whitechurch, 1549), dedication after Epistle to the Hebrews.
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The weakness of Somerset’s rule became evident early in 1549 when
he agreed to the execution of his brother, who had used his office of lord
high admiral and his marriage to Katherine Parr to challenge for power
and who had attempted to persuade the king to favor him over his older
brother. In his March and April sermons at court, following Lord Seymour’s execution, Hugh Latimer commented: “But surely he was a
wicked man: the realm is well rid of him: it hath a treasure that he is
gone.”48
After a summer of religious and economic upheaval, John Dudley,
future duke of Northumberland, led the council in its October 1549 arrest
of Somerset, who remained a prisoner until February 1550. During his
confinement, his wife must have lobbied fiercely for his release and must
have denounced her deceased brother-in-law, for during a Lenten sermon
at court, just about the time of the duke’s release, Latimer denied that the
duchess had had anything to do with his previous criticisms of Seymour
and went on to remark that if he could preach the sermon again, he would
repeat the same statements.49
During these troubled years, between 1548 and 1551, nine publications were dedicated to Lady Somerset, a larger number than for any other
Englishwoman in the early Tudor period. In her honor Walter Lynne produced three volumes, one a Concordance, Nicholas Lesse two, William
Samuel one, and the family chaplain, Thomas Becon, one entitled, The
Flower of Godly Prayers, which, reprinted twice by 1551, praised her
patronage of learning, godliness, liberality, and “gentle nature.”50 At
Martin Bucer’s death in 1551, she also obtained a large portion of the religious works in his library.51
48Sermons by Hugh Latimer Sometime Bishop of Worcester, Martyr, 1555, ed. George E.
Corrie, Parker Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1844), 1:161, 228; Dale
Hoak, “Seymour, Thomas, Baron Seymour of Sudeley (ca. 1509–1549),” Historical Dictionary of Tudor England, 1485–1603, ed. Ronald H. Fritze (New York: Greenwood Press,
1991), 462–64, points out that Seymour was not guilty of the charges of treason for which
he died. According to Hoak, he was “a victim of his own ambition and driven by envy of his
brother’s position.”
49Selected Sermons of Hugh Latimer, ed. Alan G. Chester (Charlottesville, Va.: University Press of Virginia, 1968), 143.
50St. Augustine, A Work of the Predestination of Saints, trans. Nicholas Lesse (London:
Widow of J. Herford, 1550); Thomas Becon, The Flower of Godly Prayers (London: J. Day, ca.
1550, ca. 1551); Francis Lambert, The Mind and Judgment of Master Francis Lambert of the
Will of Man, trans. Nicholas Lesse (London: John Day and W. Seres, 1548); Walter Lynne, A
Brief and Compendious Table in a Manner of a Concordance (London: S. Mierdman, 1550);
A Brief Collection of All Such Texts of the scripture As Do Declare the Happy Estate of They That
Be Visited With Sickness: Whereunto Are Added Two Sermons by M. Luther (London: S. Mierdman, 1549); The True Belief in Christ and His Sacraments, Set Forth in a Dialogue between a
Christian Father and His Son (London: S. Mierdman, 1550); William Samuel, The Abridgement of God’s Statutes (The Pentateuch) in Meter (London: R. Grafton, 1551).
51John Strype, Memorials of the Most Reverend Father in God, Thomas Cranmer, Sometime Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, new edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1812), 1:358.
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After Somerset’s release, he remained free until October 1551 when
Northumberland once again had him incarcerated in the Tower. This time
the duchess was also imprisoned there.52 She requested and obtained a
royal license for John Hooper, bishop of Gloucester, to visit her in the
Tower occasionally.53 Although Protestant, she remained on good terms
with Edward’s sister Mary, who succeeded to the throne in July 1553. The
new queen freed the duchess on 10 August 1553 and entrusted to her care
her cousins and royal claimants, Katherine and Mary Grey.54
Following the queen’s grant to her of Hanworth Palace, Middlesex, in
March 1558, the duchess wed her late husband’s steward, Francis Newdegate. Some eight years younger than she, Francis was the fifth son of John
Newdegate of Harefield, Middlesex, and Anne, daughter of Nicholas
Hilton of Cambridge. Although Northumberland had also ordered
Newdegate’s imprisonment, he had pardoned and released him about
nine months after Somerset’s execution. While the duchess was still incarcerated, Newdegate seems to have spent his time salvaging and supervising the family’s estates. After she became his wife, Lady Somerset used her
influence to obtain parliamentary seats for him in 1559, 1563, and 1571,
positions in which he continued to look after her business affairs.55
In 1561 Elizabeth I imprisoned the duchess’s eldest son Edward, earl
of Hertford, and Katherine Grey, a major claimant to the throne, when she
learned about their secret marriage. Katherine, who died in 1568, gave
birth in prison to their two sons who were for a time placed in Lady Somerset’s care. During the plague outbreak of 1563, she was able to obtain
custody of Hertford, but after his subsequent removal although she
repeatedly pleaded for his freedom, he remained in confinement elsewhere
until 1571.56
Newdegate continued faithfully to look after his wife’s interests. In
1564 royal officials questioned him, as a member of parliament, about his
support for Katherine’s claims to the throne, a political position that probably reflected his wife’s views.57 At Newdegate’s death in January 1582,
52Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 372; The Diary of Henry Mackyn, Citizen and
Merchant Taylor of London, from A.D. 1550 to A.D. 1563, ed. John G. Nichols (London:
Camden Society, 1848), 10.
53Strype, Thomas Cranmer, 1:314.
54John Gough Nichols, ed., The Chronicles of Queen Jane and Two Years of Queen Mary,
and Especially of the Rebellion of Sir Thomas Wyatt (London: Camden Society, 1850), 14, 16.
55Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 373–75; P. W. Hasler, The House of Commons,
1558–1603 (London: History of Parliament Trust, 1981), 125–27.
56Henry Ellis, Original Letters Illustrative of English History, second series (London:
Harding & Lepard, 1827), 2:286–88; Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report on the
Pepys Manuscripts Preserved at Magdalene College, Cambridge (London: HMSO, 1911), 73;
Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 380; Richard Davey, The Sisters of Lady Jane Grey and
Their Wicked Grandfather (London: Chapman & Hall, 1911), 173n, 217.
57Hasler, House of Commons, 125–27.
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he left his entire estate to her in his will, which had been drawn up two
years earlier.58
During Elizabeth’s reign, more books with dedications to Lady Somerset appeared. Between 1560 and 1570, Becon’s Prayers was reprinted
three times and Lynne’s Concordance once. In 1570 Edward Crane and in
1585 Ephraim Pagett saluted her in their English translations of Latin
works.59
By her will, dated 14 July 1586, she left bequests to four of her children: Hertford, whom she favored as her sole executor; Henry, husband
of Joan Percy, daughter of the seventh earl of Northumberland; Mary, wife
of Andrew Rogers of Dorset and later of Sir Henry Peyton; and Elizabeth,
second wife of Sir Richard Knightly of Northamptonshire. She died on the
following Easter Sunday, 16 April, and was buried at Westminster
Abbey.60
Some negative evidence about her has survived in the records of five
contemporaries: Sir Thomas Smith, Queen Katherine Parr, Sir William
Paget, Sir John Cheke, and Katherine, dowager duchess of Suffolk. In
1547, shortly after Somerset became Lord Protector, Sir Thomas Smith
wrote a letter in which he responded to charges concerning his lack of
religious fervor. It is unclear whether the addressee was the duke or the
duchess. Highly incensed by the groveling of Smith, “a true and faithful
servant of the Duke,” the historian John Strype (d.1737) identified the
addressee as the duchess and referred to her as “haughty,” “imperious and
ill-natured.” This identification is problematic, for John G. Nichols, the
author of a sympathetic article on Lady Somerset in the Gentleman’s
Magazine in 1845, has argued that Strype mistook duchess for duke in
the salutation.61
By July 1547, when Katherine Parr’s secret marriage to Lord Seymour had become known to the Somersets, she was at Chelsea where she
had removed in April or May. To signal her isolation from court politics as
a result of her late husband, the king’s leaving her out of his will, Somerset
confiscated her jewels, many of which were transferred to his duchess.
58John Strype, Annals of the Reformation and Establishment of Religion and Other
Occurrences in the Church of England during Queen Elizabeth’s Happy Reign, new edition
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1824), 89–91.
59Becon, The Flower of Godly Prayers (London: J. Day, 1560, 1561, 1570); Stephanus
Bodonius, The Fortress of Faith Defended Both by Scripture and the Doctors, trans. E. Crane
(London: W. Griffith, 1570); Ludwig Lavater, The Book of Ruth Expounded in Twenty Eight
Sermons Published in Latin, trans. Ephraim Paget (London: R. Waldegrave, 1586); Walter
Lynne, A Brief and Compedious Table in a Manor of a Concordance (London: J. Tysdale,
1563).
60Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 375–81.
61 John Strype, Sir Thomas Smith, Kt, D.C.L., Principal Secretary of State to King
Edward the Sixth, and Queen Elizabeth, new edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1820), 32–
33; Nichols, “Anne Duchess of Somerset,” 380.
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From Chelsea, Katherine wrote to her husband about some action of
Somerset, who made her “a little warm,” and then asked, “What cause
have they to fear having such a wife?” Perhaps this was a reference to the
duchess’s possession of the jewels. This quarrel over the jewels was more
significant than a mere contest between the two ladies for their control,
however, for it was a dispute about whether these valuable gems belonged
to the crown and, therefore, should be worn by the duchess as the wife of
the lord protector, or whether they were the private property of
Katherine. Lord Seymour continued to campaign for them after his wife’s
death, and if his suits had been successful, they would have become his
personal possessions.62
Two years later, in March 1549, Paget complained to the duke concerning a failed petition of his. In his letter, he confessed that although he
had at first believed the duchess had influenced her husband to reject his
petition, Paget had learned from her that she had favored it. That October, after the king’s council had placed the duke under arrest, she pleaded
with Paget, his good and faithful friend, to help him.63
The above letters seem to reflect an amicable relationship between
Paget and the duchess, but they contradict his statement to Francis van der
Delft, the Imperial ambassador. In August 1549, the ambassador
informed his government that Paget had characterized her as a “bad wife,”
and in October, at her husband’s downfall, Delft claimed that some courtiers were blaming her for his troubles.64 As previously noted in the discussion of Chapuys’s letters, the use of diplomatic correspondence as
evidence is problematic because it often contained uncorroborated gossip.
Furthermore, royal officials regularly misled these envoys by blaming
someone other than the king, or the lord protector in this case, for their
troubles.65 Paget had earlier been concerned enough about the conduct
of the duke in council meetings to remonstrate with him about his angry
exchanges with its members. By labeling Lady Somerset as a bad wife,
Paget may have hoped to conceal from the ambassador her husband’s ongoing difficulties with his colleagues.66
The next year, in 1550, having apologized for some offense of Mary
his wife, Sir John Cheke sent Lady Somerset thanks for supporting his
court appointment. He referred to her “favorable goodness and good

62Martienssen, Queen Katherine Parr, 232; G. W. Bernard, “The Downfall of Sir
Thomas Seymour,” The Tudor Nobility (Manchester University Press, 1992), 214.
63Barrett Beer and Sybil Jack, eds., The Letters of William, Lord Paget of Beaudesert,
1547–63, Camden Miscellany, 25 (London: Offices of the Royal Historical Society, 1974),
28, 135.
64Calendar of State Papers Spanish, 9:429, 457; hereafter CSP Spanish.
65CSP Spanish, 9:429, 457; Warnicke, Marrying of Anne of Cleves, 12–35.
66CSP Domestic, 2:#5; 3:#4.
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mind toward him,” which were “his chief comforts in his diligent service
of the king’s majesty.”67
That same year Katherine, dowager duchess of Suffolk, complained
about Lady Somerset’s influence over the lord protector’s patronage. The
dowager duchess, who was attempting to win a post, probably the marshalship of the Court of King’s Bench, for William Naunton, a servant of
her late husband’s, wrote several times on his behalf to William Cecil in
1550. In October she blamed Lady Somerset with whom she had recently
corresponded for the lord protector’s failure to favor him. If Lady Somerset had been blocking Naunton’s appointment, she relented, for the duke
raised him to the post in November.68
The above letters indicate that many of Lady Somerset’s acquaintances believed that she had an assertive personality and that she had great
influence on the patronage decisions of her husband, whose ineptness as a
leader led to his death and to her imprisonment in the Tower. Subsequent
references to her by early modern writers and historians compounded and
enlarged upon this criticism.
In his second English edition of the Acts and Monuments in 1570,
Foxe reported, “upon what occasion” he knew not but “a displeasure
betwixt” Lady Somerset and Queen Katherine, whom he greatly admired,
had escalated into a conflict between their spouses and “as many as there
were which reported that the Duchess of Somerset had wrought his death;
so many more there were who thought … that the fall of one brother
would be the ruin of the other.” It is puzzling that Foxe, who was in
England in 1549, although probably not in London and certainly not at
court, should have failed to include these rumors in his earlier editions.
There is no extant reference to them before 1570, although Latimer’s
denial that Lady Somerset had encouraged him to denounce Seymour
might have been motivated by gossip such as this. Edward VI had, as
noted above, explicitly written in 1547 that Seymour’s marriage to the
queen dowager had offended the lord protector. Although their union
surely also offended Lady Somerset, her influence was not needed to
ignite her husband’s anger against Seymour, who shortly after the king’s
death had begun conspiring, with the support of Queen Katherine, his
future bride, to undermine his brother’s authority as lord protector. The
council, furthermore, needed no special urging from the Somersets to
condemn Seymour when they learned of his conniving actions.69
67John Strype, The Life of the Learned Sir John Cheke, Kt., First Instructor, Afterwards
Secretary of State to King Edward VI, new edition (Oxford: Clarendon, 1821).
68Bindoff, House of Commons, 3:2–3; CSP Domestic, 1:#29, #46.
69John Foxe, The Ecclesiastical History, containing the Acts and Monuments (London:
John Day, 1570), 1545, 1548, 1549; Latimer had also said “So where there is any contentXX
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It is entirely possible that Foxe chose to refer to rumors about Lady
Somerset’s complicity in Seymour’s death because he hoped to soften the
story of the fratricide of Somerset, whom he praised as the “good
duke.”70 In the Acts and Monuments, then, Foxe’s Lady Somerset became
a type of Eve, her shrewishness and pride serving to thwart her husband’s
natural goodness.71
Embellishing upon Foxe’s comments, first Sander in his work on the
Anglican schism published posthumously in 1585, next John Clapham in
his study of Queen Elizabeth published in 1603, and then John Hayward
in his book on Edward VI and his reign published in 1630 charged the
duchess with demanding precedence over the queen dowager after her
marriage to Seymour, a claim that lacks contemporary corroboration. Barrett Beer, who edited the book on Edward VI, has recently pointed out
that Hayward generally demonstrated in it an “antipathy” to women.72
According to Hayward:
The Duke had taken to wife Anne Stanhope a woman for many
imperfections intolerable, but for pride monstrous…. [S]he was
exceeding both subtle and violent in accomplishing her ends, for
which she spurred over all respects both of conscience and of
shame. This woman did bear such invincible hate, first against the
Queen Dowager for light causes and woman’s quarrels, especially
for that she had precedence of place before her…. That albeit the
Queen Dowager died by childbirth, yet would not her malice
either die or decrease. But continually she rubbed into the Duke’s
dull capacity, that the Lord Sudley [Seymour]…sought nothing
more than to take away his life …as thereby happily to attain his
place.
Hayward went on to say:

70

tion between brother and brother for land, commonly they are both undone by it.” Sermons
by Hugh Latimer, ed. Corrie, 1:271; Bernard, “Downfall of Sir Thomas Seymour,” 214; for
the letters of the queen dowager to Seymour, see Susan E. James, Kateryn Parr: The Making
of a Queen (Brookfield, Vt.: Ashgate, 1999), 402–12.
70Foxe, The Ecclesiastical History (1570), 1545, 1548, 1549.
71For a study of Foxe’s veracity, see Thomas Freeman, “Texts, Lies, and Microfilm:
Reading and Misreading Foxe’s ‘Book of Martyrs,’” Sixteenth Century Journal 30 (1999):
23–46.
72Sander, Anglican Schism, 184; John Clapham, Elizabeth of England: Certain Observations concerning the Life and Reign of Queen Elizabeth, ed. Evelyn Read and Conyers Read
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1951), 51–53; John Hayward, The Life and
Raigne of King Edward the Sixth, ed. B. L. Beer (Kent, Oh.: Kent State University Press,
1993), 2. Beer (p. 17) doubts that Hayward actually saw the work of Sander.
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The Duke embracing this woman’s counsel (a womans counsel
indeed and nothing better) yielded himself both to advise and
devise for destruction of his brother.73
Despite the Sander/Clapham/Hayward thesis, since Katherine Parr
was in mourning and not expected to participate in public events while she
remained at court during the first few weeks after Henry’s death, a struggle for precedence between the two ladies could not easily have taken
place. Neither, for example, attended the funeral of Henry VIII or the coronation of Edward VI where the issue of placement might have been
raised. Perhaps the writers’ claim arose from their assumption that Lady
Somerset would, as they believed women were wont to do, demand the
highest position in court ceremony once her husband had obtained precedence over all other peers in parliament.74
In twentieth-century studies, modern writers have mostly adopted the
Sander/Clapham/Hayward characterization, perhaps relying on it, as A.
F. Pollard and W. K. Jordan seem to have done, to emphasize Somerset’s
role as the idealistic, liberal duke.75 Although some later historians, such
as M. L. Bush in 1975, have successfully challenged Foxe’s invention of
Somerset as the good duke, pointing out that he had an “obsessional
nature” and “stubbornness,” they have continued to validate Strype’s
identification of Lady Somerset as the addressee of Smith’s letter in 1547.
In fact, these writers seem to have been unaware of Nichols’s article about
her in the Gentleman’s Magazine. Even the most recent family history,
published in 1972 by William Seymour, accepts the negative characterizations of her.76 In addition, modern biographers of Katherine Parr, who
extol her promotion of religious writings, who condone her romantic marriage to Seymour, and who rightly recall her death in childbirth with great
sympathy, continue to condemn Lady Somerset for receiving the royal
jewels and for her alleged complicity in Seymour’s downfall.77
Most of these writers have omitted references to her pious and charitable works and her patronage of learning. Eager to credit her with the
malice that led to the death of her husband’s brother, they fail to praise her
73Hayward, Life and Raigne of King Edward the Sixth, 98–99.
74Literary Remains of Edward VI, 1:xci, xciv.
75 A. F. Pollard, England under Protector Somerset: An Essay

(New York: R. & R.
Reprint, 1966), 182–84; W. K. Jordan, Edward VI: The Young King, The Protectorship of the
Duke of Somerset (London: George Allen, 1968), 1:496–97.
76M. L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector Somerset (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 1975), 67; Hoak, “Seymour, Edward, Duke of Somerset (ca. 1500–1552),
Historical Dictionary, 459–61, also denies that he was a “good duke.” William Seymour,
Ordeal by Ambition: An English Family in the Shadow of the Tudors (London: Sidgwick &
Jackson, 1972), 221–22, 318–19.
77James, Kateryn Parr, 308–10, for example; Antonia Fraser, The Six Wives of Henry
VIII (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1992), 396–414.
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for attending, however briefly, to the child that cost Katherine Parr her
life. Like the queen, the duchess patronized churchmen, including John
Hooper and John Olde, and took over her sponsorship of the printing of
Erasmus’s paraphrases. Many writers dedicated religious works to Lady
Somerset, some even after she no longer had access to political power, a
true indication of her devout religious commitment.
Studies of the lives of Alice More, Anne Boleyn, and Anne Stanhope
have followed similar paths. Contemporary criticisms of these women as
aggressive when the prevailing ideal for women was chastity, silence, and
obedience were enlarged upon and twisted by early modern historians
whose interpretations have led to the invention of them as the wicked
women of Tudor England. These inventions have continued to hold sway
in many modern studies because the authors, perhaps unable to recognize
the personal biases that have fueled their own interpretations, have failed
to filter out the gender bias of the secondhand early modern observer and
to take adequate cognizance of the gender bias of the culture in which the
women lived.

